


Whether caused by sun exposure, your lifestyle or

just the plain old passage of time, skin aging is a fact of

life for everyone. Don’t let each new wrinkle define

your experience of life. Redefine the look of your skin

with dermal filler that will restore your skin’s lost

volume.

Recapture Your Youthfulness
with a Non Surgical Dermal
Filler Treatment



There are a variety of fillers available as it will depend on

your particular needs. If you are concerned about fine lines

forming deeper grooves or sagging skin affecting your

appearance then this treatment can deliver results in

minutes

If you are noticing the telltale signs of aging and are

looking for an effective way to slow down their appearance,

dermal fillers are a cost-effective solution for a visibly

firmer, fresher and amore contoured appearance.

Where do we use filler to make you look fresher? Below

common areas we use fillers to enhance your look.

Lip filler is a treatment designed to add volume to thin,

line-formed lips, giving you fuller, sexier and fresher lips

while still appearing natural. The filler is injected into

specific areas of the lips to achieve fullness and volume that

aremore in proportion with the rest of a person’s face.



We use the latest technique and dermal filler product to

restore your lips. We promise to give you a balanced and

natural looking result.

Click the play button to watch as Dr Teh treat an actual
patient with Lip filler.

Wrinkles, upper eyelid bags and darker skin tone under

the eye and around the eye area can make you look older

than you are and tired even when you’re not. If you notice

small wrinkles, eye bags or just a darker skin tone under

your eyes, you are not alone.

For those who suffer from dark circle or tear trough

under the eyes, Eye Dermal Fillers are a quick and non

surgical way to get rid of that eye bag, and dark circles. The

under Eye Dermal Filler Treatment fills in the shadow

caused by the sunken effects of the skin.

https://vimeo.com/638969240


BEFORE AFTER

If the face staring back at you in the mirror is looking

tired, it could be your cheeks are flattening and sagging.

Cheek filler can instantly brighten and restore the natural

and youthful contours of your face.

Cheek fillers replace the lost volume by restoring the

volume and lifting your skin to create a younger looking

appearance while maintaining your natural look.

BEFORE AFTER



It is ideal for patients who are just beginning to lose

volume around the cheek, and for men and women of all

ages who suffer fromminor aging signs.

BEFORE AFTER

Get the nose profile you've always wanted with our

nonsurgical nose filler treatment. This treatment is

designed to enhance the shape of your nose without the

risks and downtime associated with plastic surgery.

Fillers can correct minor irregularities on your nose to

make the overall profile appear more balanced, slimmer and

symmetrical.

BEFORE AFTER



A nose filler treatment involves using fillers strategically

placed in the nose to smooth out bumps and create a look

you aremore comfortable with.

BEFORE AFTER

If you are unhappy with the appearance of your chin but

would prefer not to pursue surgery, a chin filler treatment

could be a viable option.

BEFORE AFTER



Our non surgical Chin Filler Treatment is designed to

help you overcome your concerns about your chin by

allowing you to achieve an improved chin profile. Our chin

filler treatment is an effective way to add length and

definition to your face. Benefits of chin filler are instant

correction, minimal discomfort and less cost than surgery.

BEFORE AFTER

WHYCHOOSEDR TEHFOR YOUR
DERMAL FILLER TREATMENT?
Knowing that every patient is different, Dr Teh takes the

time to understand the aesthetic contours of the face so you

can look younger for longer. She will give you back the

confidence youmay have lost without looking overdone.

With over 20 years of cosmetic injection experience, you

can be assured that you are in the hands of an experienced

cosmetic doctor with an aesthetic eye for natural beauty.

You will be surrounded by a team of friendly caring experts

who want to help you look your best and enjoy the

experience every step of the way. By choosing Dr Teh, you

will walk out of the Dermedica's clinic withmore confidence.



There are a number of fillers available at Dermedica

ranging from temporary to semi-permanent. At Dermedica,

we use the latest generation and best dermal fillers to give

you the safest and best outcome. The difference between

the dermal fillers are their softness, viscosity and duration.

We offer a wide range of different wrinkle fillers to treat

various types and depths of wrinkles, folds and sagging skin

on your face.

WHATTYPEOFDERMAL FILLERS
ARE BEINGUSEDATDERMEDICA?

Both dermal fillers and anti-wrinkle injections treat

wrinkles. However, they treat wrinkles differently. Dermal

fillers are administered into the actual skin or under the skin

to lift fine wrinkles and replace volume. AWrinkle relaxer is a

neuromodulator or muscle relaxant that is injected into the

muscle to reduce muscle movement. The result is less

wrinkling action on the skin. Wrinkle relaxers are commonly

used to treat frown lines, crow’s feet and forehead lines.

Due to TGA restrictions, we are not permitted to mention

the specific name of the anti-wrinkle injection product we

use at Dermedica. To find out the name, please contact our

clinic.

WHAT IS THEDIFFERENCE
BETWEENDERMAL FILLERSAND

WRINKLE RELAXERS?



The treatment is quick, minimally invasive and is carried

out using a local anaesthetic to ensure that you feel no pain.

In most cases, you can carry on with your normal daily

activities immediately after treatment with no downtime

required.

AREDERMAL FILLER
TREATMENTSPAINFUL?

With Dr. Joanna Teh's experience and knowledge of facial

anatomy, precautions are taken to avoid potential side

effects. Rare side effects are temporary lumpiness, allergic

reaction and infection. Minor side effects of bruising and

swelling may occur. You can be assured that Dr Teh will take

the utmost care to ensure your treatment and recovery is as

pleasant as possible.

ARE THEREANY SIDE EFFECTS?



Say hello to a fresher looking you. Book yourSay hello to a fresher looking you. Book your
consulta�onwith us today.consulta�onwith us today.

LIKE AND FOLLOWUSON SOCIALMEDIA
@dermedica @dermedica_perth


